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FOREWORD
Everyone who writes, I guess, has intent and my intentions are to exhibit my thoughts using
freedom of expression (hhmm!!) of what I think of life, as it is and MAYBE, how it all began
and then, just guessing of what happens when life ends, hence the title “In limbo ‘till void” as I
seem to be cruising blind not able to figure out what’s it all about and even why there’s no
explanation or acknowledgement of, for example, UFO’s, when there is ample evidence of their
existence and why is it that those at the helm, refuse to comment when Ronald Reagan so rightly
broke the ice and his touch on the subject never panicked humanity ?!! or, is it that there’s fear of
religions being questioned, but ask why should they be, as man will follow his faith regardless,
as maybe the creator has a plan for us earthlings which is separate from others that were already
there, long before us, mega trillions of years past, maybe, as the universe has no beginning nor
end, likewise life, does it really end ?!!

CHAPTER ONE
It was a holiday and a sunny and beautiful morning when I drove over to a golf club within
the city just to sit around and relax feasting my eyes with the beauty of landscape before me and
the green of grass, carpeting the undulating fairways to as far as the eyes could see.
My intentions of solitary relaxation was short lived as there walked past a friend with his 4
ball team mates heading for the pavilion after what seemed to be a successful workout through
19 holes. Usually, after a game, they shower, freshen up and sit around at the lounge to settle
scores and winners gallantly buy the first round of drinks.
Having seen me seated alone, my friend beckons, so to say, come on buddy, join us and I did,
apologizing to the others (some of who happen to be my friends too) for the intrusion and then it
all begins with a joke when my friend says, if I had the choice of Heaven and Hell, I’d choose
the latter….why? we exclaimed collectively.... because I know that you guys will be there and
what’ll I do without you guys huh! LOL.
My drink was ordered with a snap of his fingers at the sarong clad waiter, saying, make it a
double huh! Gosh ! here we go again thought I, but at the same time it was fun meeting the guy
as it’s been sometime since we last met with each other. Amidst the laughter and the banter, the
standard questions were asked, how’s business, how’s the family and so on and he said that the
family was doing fine and business was going better than was expected, which I said was nice to
hear and when asked how life was treating me, I replied that I was now enjoying retirement and
lived alone since my divorce and the children were all quite comfy in their pursuits and that I
was a grand dad now! Congratulations were in order and we got talking about other things, like
what’s new in town and whose who in your life and other nonsensical stuff, until the time that
the rest of the group bailed out saying that their families were expecting them to lunch.
He asked me if I was in a hurry to leave, I said “not if you aren’t” and we kept on chatting
with drinks being replenished, relentlessly. He talked of his success, philanthropy and so on and
added that even if he were to die now, he had enough merit accumulated to carry him on safely
to a similar position or one even more comfortable, in his next birth. Not surprised, since he was
of the Buddhist faith, I enquired as to how he would determine such a placement and he said that,
let me tell you a story which I’ve always kept to myself but would appreciate non-disclosure and
I assured him,…”of course” my lips are sealed !
You know, he says, that I know for sure that I am a reborn expatriate, most definitely from
Britain, as when I did my higher studies over there I had the feeling it was home and certain
places visited during my stay and those which I had not set my eyes on before, not even on TV
or the movies and my trip to Scotland was felt like possibly the 100th. Visit! The nostalgia was
unreal!!
Even when I was in college over here and although I was asked to partake in games of
cricket, football and the likes, I had no interest at all, instead, I had a craving for golf! And, later
on in life, when I did take to golf, I seemed to surprise the caddies who got me going as a rookie,
as they exclaimed that I was truly a naturale! Well what’s the explanation huh! Other than that of
the Britisher having loved the game of golf and this country and maybe, his demise was untimely
and that he too wanted to make a come back and so far it seems that his intentions have
materialized. Even more, I have dreams which most times don’t make any sense as I often see
what appears to be a family with close bonding and a place somewhere in the British countryside
and at times flashes of day to day life out there. Thank goodness that it isn’t so tormenting, if
otherwise, I may be forced to see a shrink! LOL.

***
I’m so interested in the subject of re-birth, he continued, that I even travel to India when I
hear of there being incidence. As you know, that even over here, there is at least one good story
to follow almost every year and it’s really intriguing! I agreed with him wholeheartedly as even
though my background is a mix of Buddhist, Free thinker but now Christian, I too have been
puzzled of the accuracy of the relating by some of the child rebirths interviewed by the press. I
said that I personally haven’t had much contact with the spirit world except that of the stories
I’ve heard from my Dad who was able to see apparition and there was even a time when he was
driving back from a trip to the countryside, in a stretch of deserted road with dark clouds forming
above, threatening a storm, he and his friend who was one of them like Dad, spotted a young
woman at a fair distance carrying a bag and because of the storm setting in, they decided to give
her a ride and she got in the car thanking profusely, speaking with a cry in her voice that
appeared to be distraught and she kept on talking of her family for the duration of the drive
which was no more than 5 minutes or so and when they approached a small town she said to
please drop her off near the restaurant and when Dad approached the restaurant and his friend
reached over behind his seat to open the door for the lady, there was no one there, yipes ?!! The
two good Samaritans never shook as much in their lives, all they did was make a B line to the
nearest Inn and call for double after double and when onlookers saw their panic and asked as to
what had transpired, they related the story and the eaves dropping inn keeper had said, Oh! she
does this occasionally, she was then the beauty of the village who was murdered by her husband
just a few years ago!!
My first and only visual experience was just recent, it was the day after boxing day and after
a sumptuous lunch I decided to siesta and laying in bed looking at a sunbeam play on the
window pane and just about to dose off when there appeared a small cluster of what seemed to
be a handful of light cigarette smoke moving gently whilst pulsating such as in a motion of a
wave like manner. If not for the sunbeam, I don’t think I would have ever seen it. Startled I sat
up in bed and the cluster stalled immediately but its motion persisted but remained stationery for
what seemed like a minute or so and then reversed gently, as if though to leave the entrance to
the room, stealthily. Although baffled, I got up off the bed and approached the object but just
couldn’t see it anymore as it gradually moved up higher towards the ceiling and the backdrop
being white, it was no better camouflage for the object to fade out of sight and all I could do then
was rush around and open all the windows and hoped that it would find it’s way out.
Could it have been some kind of an insect, I thought analytically but discarded, as in no way
it could have been, since it didn’t have the characteristics of one, so it had to be some sort of
spirit, I thought and then it struck me that there was a death of a neighbor no more than a month
prior to that day and there was a lot of chanting going on as in Buddhist funeral custom. Well,
that was the last I saw of the thing, a spirit I gather and presume that it was the case of a soul
roaming the neighborhood for maybe a place to lodge itself in until the next move is
contemplated, which brings to mind another experience which was when I rented out a 3 storey
building at the time when mine was being constructed and the building being almost adjacent to
that which I was occupying and which belonged to a family who’s breadwinner had died under
tragic circumstances just a year or so previously and his family were unable to complete it’s
construction. I opted to complete it and set off cost against rent over a 3 year period and the deal
was done and we moved in within 3 months or so and were quite settled on 2 floors of the 3
available to us. Weeks went by without incident and one evening when all the staff had left and
the guards had secured the building, I remained in office to overcome a backlog of work and
seated alone in my cubicle hearing only the hum of the AC and PC, I tried to get much done
ASAP and it was around 7 pm., on the clock that I heard a thump above and which continued
with banging as if though there was a construction team at work on floor 3.

Immediately I alerted the guards who went over, had a look and called me up on the intercom
saying that the floor was empty and secure. I asked that they check again and stay awhile and
listen for maybe bandicoots up in the ceiling or the likes of critters, and they did for a good 15
minutes or so and came over to my office to say that there was no noise at all.
During this time, I guess because of the interruption by the guards, the noise had stopped but
then, whilst having a chat with the guards in my cubicle, it all started once again and to the
astonishment of the guards as well, who then rushed upstairs once more and found nothing and
neither was there any noise.
I related this story to my daughter and son in law, who happens to be an Evangelistic Pastor,
of the Born Again denomination and they said that in any event they had planned to come over
with a group over the forthcoming weekend, to bless the place room to room. Well, it was done
and I thought that all should be well thereafter but just in the following week I happened to stay
on when everyone had left for the day and lo and behold it all started again and continuing for a
short while, it seemed to have stopped completely, so I carried on with my work and it was then
that I thought I heard the door to my room open and expected a guard maybe to walk in, but
instead, there was a stink as in rotting fish that filled my cubicle and immediately I had a notion
of what it was, so I reached out for the Bible which was in the top drawer of my desk, with hands
trembling and stumbling all over the desk, was able to flip the pages to Psalm 23 and began to
read aloud feverishly over and over a few times and then I heard the door shut and sighed with
relief. This gave me an idea, as then I called my daughter and asked that she comes over the next
day and bring with her as many copies of the Bible as she could get her hands on and she did and
the idea was to place a Bible in each cubicle on every floor and then to sit together at my cubicle
and await the anticipated sounds and true enough it all happened and we rushed over to the
floors, as the task was for each of us to take a floor and open the Bibles, that were placed thereat,
to Psalm 23 and return to my cubicle ASAP. Would you believe it, all through the next 20
minutes of waiting, we heard no sound at all but when we returned to the floors and closed the
Bibles and sat back and listened, the sounds came back
It was too eerie to remain in the building so I decided to accelerate the ongoing construction
of our own building and within three months we moved out, negotiating a deal of sublet with the
landlord and a year or so later I visited with the management of the new tenant, a furniture
dealer, who had sublet and they enquired from me whether I too had encountered the
phenomenon and that the problem persists although they had engaged themselves, being
Buddhists, in religious observances and all that and said that nothing seemed to work and that
they had no choice but to remain until the lease terminates.
There you see, said my friend, that’s exactly what I’m talking about. Now, such a spirit, if
anxious to be re-born ASAP, will grab anything that is available to it, to come back and at times,
due to it’s karma, being hasty, will even draw him as a magnet would, to anything that is enroute for birth and would not necessarily be human but it will be too late then. That’s why I say
that you’ve got to wait for the right bus or else you are gonna waste time. Just imagine, if I were
to be born an elephant, I’d be swinging my trunk, not a club, for a hundred years or so!! LOL.
***
But how can anyone be decisive of their destiny to the extent of selecting the next birth. Is
that power associated with only the accumulated merit? I asked. Well, that’s definitely a decisive
force but look at it this way, “if there’s a will there’s a way” and that’s proved to be the case on
earth, so why not beyond? Look at those who have had near death experiences and lived to tell
the tale of the soul departing from the body and them watching everything that goes on, with
attempts made to resuscitate them and when successful how it so happens that the soul returns to
the body. If for example the person didn’t want to carry on living, then he would let the body die

and move on. So you can see that decisiveness rests on the will of the individual. I think that,
usually, when reborn, the former life’s memory is stored away to be picked up at demise. As
seen in a child prodigy, the memory lasts for awhile but as the child grows, the genius of him/her
diminishes and he becomes like anyone else.
Tell me, is your aim to attempt Nirvana. No way he says, that’s oblivion, I want to come back
again and again but I will build up merit each time enough to see me through to where I wanna
be ! Well then what do you think of others who practice the faith as a religion and with the
ultimate goal being Nirvana. Well yes! But for normal human beings who don’t have the will
and the power of mind and who accumulate sin on a daily basis without even knowing of it, I
would think that there is never a chance. How could you compare anyone to prince Siddhartha
who gave up everything to fathom what life was all about, it’s origins and if there were closure
over here and wherever else it would be. Attaining Nirvana is possible only by one of grace and
superiority in humanity and although some of the good monks relate it possible, it is no task for a
normal mortal as even achieving a state of bliss by ridding one’s self of the animal instinct,
greed, lust and desire, will in itself be a Herculean task
Well, it was that time to call it a day and having hugged and thanked each other we parted
with promise to meetup soon and that we should keep in touch!
***
Called for a cab and on my way home, with bits and pieces of our conversation haunting my
mind and in sort of a state of bliss, with neurons running riot under the influence of the massive
alcoholic intrusion, a crazy notion ran through, such as, I thought, heck, what if it was possible,
when there is amazing technology available to us, like, let’s say that one was to be a skeptic and
had no interest in the enticement of a better after life or to be in limbo until judgment day but
would consent to a ‘Oblivious Solution’ IF it were available, such as, say, a facility at …(”this is
crazy….real crazy and maybe fodder for the movies”) ..every hospital, like a sealed chamber
which couldn’t be instantly penetrated by anything, not even a laser beam and equipped with life
support systems and powerful laser guns and monitored from without by specialists, to do the
needful when one breathes his last, that is, to obliterate the spirit that emerges from the body and
making it void !! I’m telling you, boy Oh boy, what a way to go for good, huh! It’s nowhere near
euthanasia and therefore would be no statute against it. I guess that, there will be some who
would opt to make use of the service, like the poorest of the poor, the down trodden and the
destitute, the terminally ill who are sick and tired of life and dread the thought of a after life, but
in most who are comfortable, especially like my friend described above, who is wealthy and has
enjoyed life to the fullest, will never think of it and to those of the faith it would appear to be a
outrageous and monstrous idea and would never hear of it. Guess one could call it the Oblivious
Solution or better yet, hey! how about “Instant Nirvana” huh!
***
From near death experiences to incidence of rebirth, apparitions and the presence of spirits,
life on earth seem to keep mankind in eternal suspense, questioning himself wondering of what
to believe in but to those who have experienced any one or more of these subjects, it would
appear that all this is part and parcel of life and its stages. Just recently, there was incidence of a
little boy of 5 years of age in the USA whose appendix ruptured and experienced near death and
relates even seeing his Dad in prayer during the operation, in a room which no one else in the
family knew of and says that he was taken to Jesus by angels and that he spoke with the Lord,
sitting on his lap and that he was even approached by his granddad and spoke with his sister who
he had never seen or heard of before as she wasn’t even born as a result of a miscarriage which

was kept mum about and said that there were a lot of people in heaven and that they all looked
young as they didn’t wear spectacles..heh!
I have a friend who had met with an accident and saw himself lay on the road, surrounded by
people who were in sort of panic wondering what next to do and watched them as they hailed
down a passing car and struggled to stretch him out onto the rear seat and that he followed the
car all the way to the hospital whereat he saw surgeons working on him for several hours and
finally, when he got the feeling that he must be dead, he says that everything went blank and that
was it until he had seen a nurse, peering into his face saying something and that then he knew he
was among the living.
The tales of incidence of rebirth, which are quite some many in India are invariably
connected to death under tragic circumstances and it is my belief that when life is snuffed out
suddenly, the soul departs the body and wanders around bewildered and in disbelief, frightened
and alone and yearns to return to the family, loved ones, life, ASAP even if there is no chance of
returning to it’s own body which is beyond redemption and therefore makes itself available to a
human life form in the stage of fetus. So, as seen in a near death experience, if a soul which has
left the body is suspended, witnessing the goings on, in sudden death too, the soul probably
witnesses the same scenario and comes to terms with itself and is desperate to return and of the
stories related by subject returnees, I gather that the process takes a time lapse of a year or two,
which means that the soul has had all that time to search and establish itself, in other words,
premeditated, but in most cases unable to detect the sex of the fetus as when stories are related,
most talk of being the opposite sex in their previous life. Generally, I have noticed that rebirths
have taken place miles away from its former birthplace or area of residence and some have been
as far as even a 100 miles. Who knows, it’s even possible that the soul travels to a country it
chooses or has lived in before, as in my friends story at the beginning of the chapter.
My childhood friend, who lived at the time in another part of the country and who too was
interested in the study of reincarnation, (as, in our teenage days we would sit out under the stars
puff a smoke or two and exchange views and have always been intrigued by the subject and the
prospect of being reborn…astounding!) called me one day and said that there was a newspaper
article of a possible rebirth and that he had managed to get through to the journalist who wrote
the article and said that he was willing to join us if we were to visit with the family concerned
and asked whether I would wish to join him, of course said I and didn’t waste time to pack and
takeoff and the three of us met and drove over to this remote village and finally having parked
the car at a wayside eating house we trudged through the paddies and arrived at the subject’s
residence and since we were with the press, were welcomed to their humble home made of
wattle and dorb and cadjan roof and there they were, a simple family smiling with delight and
their hands clasped as in customary greeting and among them, a little boy, bare bodied and
wearing around his neck, something that looked like a shoe lace, tied to a talisment which
appeared to have been made of copper, glittering in the sunlight and to our surprise he uttered in
his baby voice, would you like to have some tea and I responded instantly, Yes! Thank you
precious ( meaning gold, as kith and kin address their little ones ) and the little fellow then yells
at his teenage sister, go make tea and having seen us carry a gift, which we brought with us so as
not to be empty handed, asked whether it was for him and I spoke out, yes! It’s for you and all
the family to enjoy and then he hurriedly went about opening the package whilst the mother was
nudging at him, so as to say, not to, but carried on regardless and exposed a can of biscuits and a
slab of chocolate and exclaimed in baby tongue, I love these, meaning the chocolate, which
USED TO BE my favorite!
This then gave us the opening and my friend asked him, have you been to the big city, Yes,
he said, to see Vesak (the celebration of the Lord Buddha’s birthday) and then I butt in and asked
if others in the family joined him too and he replied in his toddler language, so to speak, not
these people, it’s my real family I go with but now I have lost them and all my friends too! I then

asked, Son, did you have a lot of friends then, yes! he said but mostly girls as I too was a girl, I
remember, we went swimming in the river. Well, that is it for now I thought and discussed with
my friend and decided we call it a day and return another time and as we were leaving, he
pleaded with us to take him along and that he wanted his real mum, so I said that it would be
better if we find her first and will bring her along with us the next time we come over to see you,
Ok! And shedding a tear, he said Ok!
We discussed the matter at length on our return and we were convinced that signs of rebirth
were apparent and that there was no way that the child could be that well coaxed if at all possible
for publicity’s sake and that the child was overly intelligent for his age. We had absolutely no
difficulty in understanding him although at times he slurred, giggled like and stammered as a
baby would. Usually subjects of this nature tend to loose their grip on memory rather rapidly,
hence time was the essence and we had to act fast and gather more information from him and so
we did, when we visited with him in the following week, he spoke of going down in the water
and that he couldn’t see and that he had a sister and when we asked him what his name was then,
he rattled off a name that sounded very much like a girls. He also mentioned of a Buddhist
temple on top of a hill where he frequented and that the school was near the temple.
The information gathered, seemed sufficient to work on and we decided to take up the subject
for discussion with the chief incumbent at the temple in the city where my friend lived and who
was quite well known to him. We asked the monk whether it was possible to locate the temple on
the hill, that the child made reference to and the monk said that it wasn’t that easy since there
were many temples in the country that were built on either rock or high ground but he said that
he would circulate to other temples, the description, together with the little girl’s (deceased)
name, which too wasn’t definitive and that it was a possible case of death by drowning but, as
months went by and there was no word from the monk, we made another visit with the subject
and asked a few more questions, like mothers, sisters, fathers names and the name of the school
but had no answer, instead, he said that he had a cute puppy and that her name was ‘Saku’ and
this was the turning point as we then asked the journalist to re-write the article with all the new
found information highlighted and have it published in a more popular newspaper which had a
countrywide distribution and which he did. And, a month or so later the journalist got in touch
with us saying that there were several handwritten letters from all parts of the country so we
hurriedly met with him and having read through the letters, found one that was written by a
schoolgirl saying that she has had a girlfriend who had drowned in the river about 5 years before
and that she has had a pet dog who answered to the same name and that the girl had a like
sounding name as mentioned in the article and that the school they attended was located below a
temple. Amazing, this was it and wasting no time we drove to the town where the sender lived
and which was a little over a 100 miles from where the subject was and finally made contact with
the family who we’ve been searching for and who howled and cried when we related the story,
both happy and sad and were willing to travel with us for the reunion with their daughter who
was now, a Son.
The little boy was in the verandah of his home when we approached the house and seeing us,
he hurried over and asked whether we had brought him anything and I said of course! Whilst
accepting the box of chocolates we had brought for him, he sees the others, paused for awhile,
then dropped the box of chocolates, screamed with joy and ran to his ‘former’ mother and
hugged her tight at her legs, kissing her and saying mummy, mummy, why did you leave me. It
was another bawling session as both families were crying their hearts out and when it simmered
down, I led them to the verandah and had them seated but the two mothers and son remained
outside hugging and crying, which was a sight I will never forget. Well, all that’s fine but what
next? Will the former mother claim custody or would they come to some amicable arrangement?
Having left the immediate decision to the child, he naturally opted to go to HIS house with his
former mother and that was it. So, after much discussion, it was a collective decision that in these

most unusual circumstances, there wasn’t much else one could do, other than let the child decide
and that the two families, although miles apart, live as one and enjoy their bundle of joy. Months
later, we drove up to check on their welfare and found the boy to be happy and well settled in
‘her’ own room and in school and learnt that the biological mother and family visit often and
spend some days with him and all was well. Now then, of the many other stories I’ve heard of
and subjects studied from time to time, there is one in particular which puts the lid on all that’s
bizarre to a ‘matter of fact’ and that is the story of a pretty teenager who was picked up from her
home by the Srilankan police for questioning of her involvement with a Marxist group who, in
the year 1971 staged an insurrection to take power, which eventually turned unsuccessful but
thousands of youth lost their lives and most succumbed to injuries inflicted on them by the
authorities, especially, police brutality and torture of an unimaginable inhuman scale and some
burnt alive on the streets, with old tires wrapped around their necks, dozed with gasoline and set
fire to.
In the neighborhood where the young girl had lived, there was talk of a rebirth and that a boy
aged 6 would scream, run and crawl under his bed whenever he spotted a police uniform
approaching his home and one day a police jeep had pulled over at his house during a routine
check in the area and the team was led by an arrogant officer of high rank who the little boy had
recognized for reasons unknown at the time and had run away from the house with the parents
giving chase and when they caught up with him and asked why, the boy, seemingly terrorized
and screaming had said that it was ‘that policeman who hurt me bad and squeezed my neck and I
couldn’t breathe’.
Since there were stories of rebirths rampant in the area at the time and with claims of being
tortured and murdered, the parents knew that their son in his former life had suffered the same
fate and took the story to the newspapers which when appeared roused the interest of many other
parents in the area who had lost their children as well and some of them grouped together and
with the help of the media and a politician in the constituency, brought the matter up to the
authorities but since there was no proof on account of the circumstances that had prevailed and it
being virtually a police state then, a murder charge against the perpetrator could not be lodged,
however, since the man has had a bad track record the chief of police took the initiative to strip
the villain of rank and file and finally interdict him. Now what’s that about the ‘dead don’t talk’
huh!
This then sheds some light to the elementary theory that life isn’t over when we depart in a
biological sense and that we live on in a spiritual sense, which could be interpreted as somewhat
like radio waves but dissimilar in a sense that unlike radio waves, the spirit remains in the air
when transmitted and has full control of where it’s going to be received. It also proves that
memory stays intact even after biological demise therefore isn’t it logical to assume that the
mind is not necessarily reliant on the body but is an entity of it’s own and that therefore it is
possible that even the living could isolate the connection and let the mind travel, as the Lord
Buddha was able to achieve and put to practice and even manifest when so wished and the Lord
Jesus in the resurrection, appeared to his disciples in ‘real life’. Even though anyone would be
skeptical of what is written, a simpler explanation would be that, when we look at the many
ghost stories we hear of, where the unseen spirit uses a burst of it’s energy to appear ‘like’ in real
life and even speak with it’s familiar voice and another theory would be that the mind, body and
soul are not connected and are individual entities that work in unison.
ESP and Telepathy are inborn in us all, but comes into play in only endearing circumstances
such as when two people who are of inseparable nature are far apart and long for connection as
more commonly seen in twin births where minds have had close connection and virtually think
and act alike even in adulthood and share thoughts at great distances apart. Also in the incidence
of two in love and one passes away but for obvious reasons remain linked in some way. This
gives rise to another theory, one that most Asians believe in, that relatives who pass are not

merely dead and gone but they are right there always and the link remains forever. So being dead
is not being totally void, as the mind and soul continue until and unless we dispel it ourselves
and the key to dispel could be in the faith we believe in, such as, if there is no faith, mind and
soul remain in limbo but in the affirmative, with our last breath we let the creator decide our
destiny and in the case of those who leave it to fate, decisive of their meritorious account, close
their eyes with hope of a better placement in life the next time around.
The saying goes….that death can be compared to taxes as both cannot be avoided…I see a
kind of a difference though, as, in evading taxes you suffer the consequences in this life and in
death, we suffer the same in the afterlife. Some theologians interpret that the Lord Buddha’s
explanation of death amounts to something that is horrific, painful and unbearable UNLESS
contemplated and prepared for well in advance, as, if not, those who never take death seriously
and live on regardless, will face the shock of their lives when it comes to it. When we look back
at the Buddha’s passing, the Lord himself had a peaceful demise (although it is said that death
was due to poisoning) with even in the final moments, inspirational words uttered to those
around him. Sometimes we think that we strive to live a life without causing hurt to anyone and
that therefore we wouldn’t have any enemies but that’s questionable as there are those who may
move around with you and you would least suspect that envy has taken the better of them and
their hearts change and sort of wish you dead and would contribute to it too. Likewise, the Lord
Buddha, gallantly facing great risk to his life, publicly recited the Dharma (a doctrine unknown
in 500 B.C.) to a mixed audience of both cultured and not and it is possible that the Lords
untimely demise was a result of their wickedness, as being a simple, gentle and unique human
being, the Buddha would go door to door just for sake of nourishment as all monks did during
that era and what was served in their bowl was consumed without hesitation, preference or
selection, as the concern was only sustenance, as obviously the body had to survive in order for
the message to get across to all, as by that time the Buddha had acquired so much knowledge
through initiative and experience which no human was able to achieve nor had the slightest idea
of what it was all about and which he wished to share with the world, every human being, no
matter good or bad with the hope that it will encourage them transform thoughts leading to
temptation, greed and evil to resistance, wisdom and compassion.
Most mothers suffer many months of discomfort and then, unbearable pain when giving birth
but no sooner the baby arrives, all is forgotten and unexplainable joy sets in, likewise, in death if
it’s not contemplated, some would find it painful depending on circumstances which is cause for
death, such as, sickness, agony brought about by organ collapse or physical impediment and so
on, but when one is prepared for it and awaits it, there will be no pain at all except for pain of
mind to be leaving loved ones but that too is consoled by a persons faith in a religion, or
otherwise his/her own wisdom. I will never forget the day that my Dad passed and there I was on
an aircraft headed for home and since there were no mobile phones then, I had no idea of the
gravity of his condition until I landed and was told that he was calling for me and asking his Sis,
if whether I would make it before he leaves and that if I didn’t, he had said to tell me that he’s
waited but couldn’t anymore. Now, that’s what I call a contemplated death as, he held on as long
as he could, just to say bye to me and although his body couldn’t make it, his mind was active
until the last and when leaving he had clutched his sisters hand, smiled and uttered, Sis, I’m cold
and a vee bit scared. My Dad was a practicing Buddhist, a simple, humble man of jovial
personality with loads of wisdom and compassion and although I was rebellious in my teens (and
when no day goes by without me regretting) we got on like a house on fire, especially after I was
married and he simply adored my first born. When we spent time together over a couple of what
he called ‘shots’ and a chain of smokes, we would vacillate onto various subjects but never
religion, as there was no sense in me saying my piece to one that is engrossed in a philosophy
and didn’t believe in a God so I let it ride, but now and then we would touch on the subject and

he always concluded that religions don’t preach evil, so they are all designed for the goodness of
mankind, so as to live without pain and ‘die’ without pain.
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